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MEET SARA & WHERE IT ALL BEGAN
From the moment I held my first flip phone to my first point & shoot camera, I was taking
photos of everything and anything I could.Looking back at the thousands of photos I took, in
my young adolescent years, I have been adoring and dreaming of capturing moments the way
they were in time.I didn’t realize until years later how precious these photos were and the huge
impact of realization that, luckily and without knowing, that I had documented my childhood
from 8th grade to early collage years pre instagram times. HAHA! I sat for hours reliving all
of these memories, becoming emotional, finding myself laughing, cringing at the selfies I took
with my friends, and so incredibly grateful for every mundane photo that made my childhood
so incredible.
Fast forward to 2020, I’m 9 months into my Pediatric Dental Hygiene career and WE ALL
KNOW WHAT HAPPENS NEXT. Covid shut the world down and i’m sitting on my
couch, furloughed, watching the news wondering when my “secure” job would come back.
After the initial shock of staying home set in, boredom grew and cabin fever grew even faster.
All I can think is… (and as lucky as I was compared to so many) I never want to rely on the
government or a “secure job” again. Also I began reevaluating WHAT AM I DOING with
my life. AM I LIVING the life I’ve always dreamed and a life we all deserve?
I knew freedom was my new dream. This crazy pandemic gave me the opportunity to sit and
have the time to really understand how fleeting life is and how precious time is. Life is too
short to be living a mundane life working for a paycheck and never completely fulfilled and
happy with life. That’s when I jumped into this business full force April 2020. I purchased a
camera with my first stimulus check and got to work! Now 2 years later, having travelled the
country, got married during a pandemic, been featured on a magazine, photographing so many
couples in epic location in different seasons of their lives and bringing impact to so many
incredible souls! All I want to do is bring the same freedom to my clients that I seek for
myself and my family! Freedom is my why and the driving factor that keeps me so excited to
live this extraordinary life.

THE EXPERIENCE
From the moment you step foot in my inbox - I’m ready to go!
You deserve nothing less than the greatest beyond exceptional experience.
In a world of lovers leaping into the wedding world - I’ll be your guide
(since it’s probably your first AND LAST time!)
A great photographer won’t just show up on the day of your event. They’ll spend endless hours getting to know
you more on a deeper level. They truly hold your biggest desires in their heart and they will absolutely go above
and beyond what you were ever promised.
You deserve someone who isn’t hella booked up with 50 wedding couples and dozens upon dozens of sessions on
their calendar. You deserve someone who is excited when you send them a daily text and want to work together to
not only build your vision for an incredible wedding or session - but to watch that vision come to fruition!
NO BULLSHIT. In this industry there’s thousands of photographers that will take an amazing photo. But not
all will treat you like you’re their only couple. And that makes all the difference. I can’t tell you how many times
I’ve heard, “I can’t get ahold of my photographer”, “they’re so busy”, or “they didn’t really tell us what to do
we just showed up”. My friend, you deserve so much more than a budget photographer that is hustling to please
way too many clients and drops off when it comes to your experience.
From beginning to end we will work together hand in hand to curate and create something beyond your
imagination. It comes down to how you want to feel during your experience but also how you want to feel looking
back years from now when you barely remembered all but the few memories from that season. My job is to
preserve these memories and create this beauty from the life you may not see as beautiful as you will years from
now. Because your life is so filled with adventure, love, and happiness. Even in the craziness of not so perfect and
not so amazing things. You will look back and discover a new level of joy.
From wardrobe selection, to location scouting, to making you feel comfortable and giving yourself permission to be
yourself, to next day previews, to quick turnaround time for all of your final images, to printing your favorites,
and designing your dream album to add to your library for your children to flip through one day and smile at
seeing a piece of their family history far before their time.
It’s like you hired your closest girl friend to capture all of your lifes biggest moments!

YOUR CUSTOM
OFFERINGS

BESPOKE
Full Day Wedding Coverage
Engagement Session
Pre Wedding Session
Film & Digital Photography
Box of Prints
12x12 Heirloom Wedding Album

9200.

KEEPSAKE

TIMELESS

Full Day Wedding Coverage
Engagement Session
Film & Digital Photography

6 Hour Wedding Coverage
Engagement Session
Digital Photography

7300.

4900.

WHAT’S NEXT?
ARE YOU READY? Because I know I am so ready to dive in
deep with you guys and get started right away!
The next thing to do is meet, connect, and talk all things you!
I want to discover your sweet and divined journey that lead you
here today.
Let’s meet face to face either via Zoom (if were not locals) or
have a coffee, cocktail, sushi, or ice cream date in person to talk
all about the gushy details about your love story, your upcoming
experiences, and all the incredible adventures that await.
I cam’t wait to meet you two and discover all there is to you and
what you ultimately desire most in life.
This is more than finding the right person to take a few photos.
It’s about finding the one who knows you for who you, wants to
serve you like you’re their only client, are someone that will create
an abundance of tangible heirlooms from your experiences and
history in the making. You deserve someone who sees the beauty
in two souls who were created just for one another, someone who
will treat you like their best friend is getting married, and
someone who allows you to feel absolutely amazing, comfortable,
and safe during some of the most intimate experiences of your
life! You deserve nothing less my friends!
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315.870.5504
@saramarxphotography

